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Skype Forensics: Analyzing Call and Chat Data From
Computers and Mobile
Even before being acquired by Microsoft in 2011, Skype had already established a strong presence in
the VoIP and instant messaging sectors. By 2012, Skype’s market share for total international calls had
risen to 34 percent and the number of users continues to grow. Skype offers a range of features for paid
and unpaid users including voice, video calling, instant messaging, and file transfers much like the now
discontinued MSN Messenger. Overall, Skype offers the traditional services of a mobile device or landline
with the additional features of a modern IM or mobile chat application.
From an investigative standpoint, this proliferation of new technology almost always increases the
likelihood that it will be used to commit a crime, or for other nefarious purposes. By their very nature, chat
and social networking applications are often used as a platform for harassment or bullying incidents due
to the perception that an individual’s actions are anonymous while on the Internet, but that is not always
the case. Armed with the right tools and techniques, Skype forensic analysis can yield valuable digital
evidence for investigators. For example, call and chat conversation data can reveal a suspect’s actions,
intent, accomplices and victims. File transfers can reveal evidence of illicit images or IP theft.
In the following sections, we’ll offer insight into where and how to recover evidence from a user’s account,
calls, messages, group chat, contacts, file transfers, voicemails, and SMS messages.
We’ll then offer a more in-depth demonstration and some tips on analyzing forensic artifacts from Skype
(PC or mobile) using Internet Evidence Finder (IEF).
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Sources of Digital Evidence From Skype Installations
Main.db
On a Windows PC, most of these artifacts can be found in the main.db file located at
ROOT\Users\%userprofile%\AppData\Roaming\Skype\%SkypeName%\main.db
or
ROOT\Documents and Settings\%userprofile%\Application Data\Skype\%SkypeName%\
for Windows XP installations.
This database contains information on a user’s account, calls, messages, group chat, contacts, file transfers, voicemails, and SMS messages. This is
a regular SQLite database that can be viewed with any SQLite viewing tool. The timestamp data stored in the main.db database is based on UNIX
epoch time and must be converted to a readable format for the investigator.
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Chatsync Folder
Located in the same folder as main.db, another evidence source is the chatsync folder. This folder contains several .DAT files relevant to the
conversations had by the user. The file names are sixteen character strings and their purpose is to help with synchronization between multiple
devices. Otherwise when a call is answered on one device, it will continue to ring on any other device where the same account resides.

Each .DAT file contains conversation details about the chat participants, who initiated the chat, the chat messages, date/timestamps, status of each
message, and whether it was sent by the local user. A wealth of information on a user’s Skype history is available from examining the main.db and
chatsync files. While some of the information contained within both sources might be duplicated, there is almost always unique evidence available
from each of the artifacts.

Artifacts Found Within the Main.db and Chatsync Folders
Accounts
Within main.db there is a table labelled “Accounts” where details on any Skype user account is stored on the local machine. Accessing this database
allows investigators to identify the user’s Skype name, full name, birthday, gender, languages, location data, telephone details (if available), email
address, when the profile was created and last modified, and any additional information that they might have included when creating the account.
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Calls
Also within the main.db is a table detailing any call records that might have taken place using Skype. Each call record indicates the date/time it
started, the type of call (incoming vs outgoing), local user details, remote user details and duration of the call.

Contacts
Main.db stores details on any contacts the Skype user might have as well as any groups they might be a part of. Many of the details found in this
table are the same as the details in the accounts table about the local user, but there are some additional details demonstrating whether the local
user has the contact blocked. It also includes timestamps surrounding the last time they were online.

File Transfers
Main.db stores details on any contacts the Skype user might have as well as any groups they might be a part of. Many of the details found in this
table are the same as the details in the accounts table about the local user, but there are some additional details demonstrating whether the local
user has the contact blocked. It also includes timestamps surrounding the last time they were online.
Of the details the transfers table in main.db contains information about any files that might have been transferred between two Skype users. Details
regarding the date/time the file was transferred, file name, size, sender/receiver and delivery status are all included in the table. Once transferred,
these files are stored in
ROOT\Users\%userprofile%\AppData\Roaming\Skype\My Skype Received Files
by default.
This is an excellent location to look for evidence if you suspect any users of stealing intellectual property from your organization, as it is not a
regularly monitored exfiltration point. While IT departments evaluate and monitor well-known methods a malicious employee might employ to
steal data from the company (email and USB for example), Skype is not a familiar tool for transferring documents and files in or out of sensitive
areas. Security professionals must be aware of these features in order to protect against any potential loss of data as a result of allowing these tools
in the corporate network.
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Chat Messages
Skype stores its chat messages in two locations: the main.db and chatsync folders previously mentioned. Microsoft added the chatsync files in order
to correct some syncing issues between users using multiple computers or devices. It is essential that an investigator understand that although
there is some overlap, both these locations store unique data and should be examined individually.

For example, main.db stores chat details on when a message was sent, author, content of the message, status, type, chat ID, and recipient(s).
Similarly, the .DAT files in the chatsync folder contain much of the same information but also stores who initiated the conversation and the message
status.

Group Chat
Skype also stores details around any group chat conversations between multiple users. This data is stored within the same main.db table as chat
but are uniquely identified by the type field.
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The group chat conversations are categorized as type 4 and do not reflect the number of participants. Regular conversations are stored as type 2.
The information stored for group chat is the same as a regular chat but typically has more than two Skype users participating at the same time.

Voicemails
Finally, the main.db database contains a table detailing any voicemails that the Skype user might have received. Metadata around the user, subject,
date/time, duration, status, type and the location of the audio file are all stored within this table and can be easily read by any SQLite database
reader.

The actual voicemail audio files are stored at a different location:
ROOT\Users\%userprofile%\AppData\Roaming\Skype\%SkypeName%\voicemail
One challenge for investigators dealing with Skype voicemails is that Microsoft stores these audio files in a proprietary format, so they cannot be
replayed outside of the Skype application. To get around this, you can create a Skype account as an investigator, record a voicemail, and then
replace the voicemail file you just recorded with the voicemail from your case. Skype will then allow you to play the suspect’s voicemail through the
investigator’s account. This method is time-consuming but effective and can often reveal valuable evidence.

IP Addresses
Another valuable artifact found in the chatsync folders are the IP addresses associated with any Skype activity on the system. Skype stores both
the local NAT’ed IP addresses for a user as well as the outward facing public IP addresses. Paring these addresses with the associated timestamps
will allow an investigator to identify which users sent specific messages and help correlate any external data that might have been obtained from
an ISP or other external provider.
The majority of the IP address information can be found in the chatsync .DAT files but this information can also be found in the shared.xml file
located in the Skype folder.
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The shared.xml file contains a tag called “ContraProbeResults” that will store IP addresses for the host which Skype is installed. The tag “LastIP”
also stores the user’s previous external IP address in decimal form, which can easily be converted by most calculators. While there is a lot of useful
information for an investigator in the shared.xml file, the challenge is that some of it may be encoded and difficult to parse without additional
details from Microsoft on how it is stored.

Analyzing Skype Artifacts Using IEF
Internet Evidence Finder (IEF) is able to parse and carve many of the artifacts found in these locations, allowing examiners to focus on the investigation
rather than manually searching and piecing together each artifact. The IEF Report Viewer will sort each artifact type into their respective groups and
organize the data into relevant columns that can be easily searched or sorted by the investigator to find what they are looking for.

IEF will also take all of the timestamps from main.db in UNIX time and automatically convert the data for the investigator into either UTC or any
regional time zone indicated by the investigator.
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This allows investigators to standardize any time zone data to reflect the physical location where the device was used or in cases where it was a
laptop or mobile device which could have spanned multiple time zones during the course of an incident.

IEF Results
IEF automatically pulls all of the account details for each Skype user from the main.db and organizes them into the most relevant categories for
investigators allowing for easy analysis.

The example above details the Skype user’s name, creation and last modified timestamps, email address and all the other values previously
mentioned. Below, contacts are displayed similarly to the user accounts and will help examiners tie suspects, accomplices, or victims to the crime
or complaint being investigated.

IEF also collects all of the chat information from the main.db and chatsync folders and presents the results to investigators. All of the previously
mentioned chat and chatsync artifacts are available to the investigator and can be sorted by sender, receiver, time, or any other column in the
database.
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Chat Threading
Another valuable feature of IEF that can assist investigators dealing with Skype artifacts is IEF’s ability to take the individual chat messages and
thread them into an easier-to-read format. This allows investigators to view entire conversations quickly and accurately without having to manually
piece together the conversation with the given timestamps.

A new feature of version 6.3, IEF is also able to parse the IP address details from shared.xml and chatsync folders, giving both the internal private IP
address for the host as well as any external IP address associated with the computer that might have been either statically or dynamically assigned,
helping investigators correlate any network data that might be part of the investigation as well.
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Carving Deleted Database Records
Not only is IEF able to parse any call data out of main.db, it will also carve out any deleted records from memory dumps, unallocated space, slack,
or any other unstructured area of the drive. IEF does not require the entire SQLite database to be present, just the individual records are enough to
identify the artifact.
In our example below, main.db reported only two call records available from the given Skype account, but after running IEF on the same profile, it
is evident that there were 15 additional call records carved out of unallocated space.

Similar to the call records, IEF can also carve chat message details from unallocated space or memory, identifying a wealth of additional information
that a manual search or other tools might have missed.

Skype on Mobile
IEF is also able to analyze Skype installations on both iOS and Android devices. The relevant files are located at
/data/data/com.skype.raider/files/%SkypeName%
for Android, and
/Library/Application Support/Skype/%SkypeName%/
for iOS devices.
The installation is very similar to a PC and your investigation would follow the same process as indicated above with the main.db and chatsync
folders. Carving evidence out of unallocated space can also be done by IEF to uncover any deleted records that might still reside on the device.
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With rising popularity of this VoIP service, there is a high likelihood that a forensic examiner will need to
analyze Skype evidence over the course of an investigation. Evidence of collusion or conspiracy between
two parties, data or IP theft using Skype’s file transfer capabilities, or cases of harassment or bullying are
just a few examples of how Skype can be used in the commission of a crime or part of a larger investigation.
Using Internet Evidence Finder can streamline your overall investigative process, giving you more time to
focus your efforts on interpreting data instead of manually piecing it together.
As always, please let me know if you have any questions, suggestions or requests. I can be reached by
email at jamie.mcquaid@magnetforensics.com. For more advice and information on relevant topics, visit
the Magnet Forensics blog.

Jamie McQuaid
Forensics Consultant, Magnet Forensics
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